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Dodge Caravan Rebuilt Transmission Now Sold at Automotive Rebuilding
Company Website

Dodge Caravan rebuilt transmission is now for sale online at the PowertrainPros.com
company website. These 41TE and similar gearboxes are now refurbished for immediate U.S.
sale and listed with sale pricing online.

Chicago, IL (PRWEB) January 02, 2014 -- The Dodge Caravan has remained in production in the United States
market since the 1984 year based on heavy consumer demand. Replacement gearboxes for installation in these
vehicles can now be purchased at the Powertrain Pros company. This company is now selling Dodge Caravan
rebuilt transmission inventory online at
http://powertrainpros.com/dodge-caravan-rebuilt-transmission.

The 41TE automatic transmission series produced by Chrysler is the unit that is now for sale to U.S. buyers
through the PowertrainPros.com website. This electronically controlled gearbox has been used in multiple
Chrysler produced vehicles apart from the Caravan. Each rebuilt version now offered online receives a two-year
protection warranty.

The arrival of these Dodge transmissions is enhancing the overall inventory currently promoted by the
Powertrain Pros company. The rebuilt 41TE gearboxes now combined with units already in stock are increasing
the inventory levels that buyers can benefit from when researching the replacement transmissions market.

"The remanufacturing processes that are now applied to the Dodge brand of units now for sale ensure a like-
new build is supplied to buyers compared to salvage or preowned units often found online," said a source for
the PowertrainPros.com company.

New developments to the company website has improved the amount of research that can be conducted by parts
buyers online this year. The modified search system currently available removes the need for most consumers
to contact the company toll-free number at 1-888-292-8807 to discover pricing.

"Our website is currently configured to produce all pricing attached to inventory in stock as a way to improve
the research time for transmission buyers," the source confirmed.

The Powertrain Pros company has recently completed new facility upgrades to increase the different types of
transmissions able to be reconditioned for consumer purchase in North America. These upgrades are expected
to help contribute to a new inventory expected for inclusion next year online.

About PowertrainPros.com

The PowertrainPros.com company rebuilds the majority of U.S. automaker transmissions used in cars, trucks
and SUV vehicles. This company has employed its service team to supply OEM rebuilding for consumers. The
PowertrainPros.com company inventory is featured on the company website and each price can be obtained
through using the research system online. A two-year limited warranty program is currently supplied for each
gearbox shipped to customers as a preventive measure after units are installed. The telephone support this
company provides in North America offers additional customer services offline.
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Contact Information
Scott Johnson
PowertrainPros.com
http://www.powertrainpros.com
+1 (904) 701-4550

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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